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Let II be an indecomposable artin algebra of finite representation type, R 
the center of A, k = R/rad R. Let r,, be the associated Auslander-Reiten 
quiver. Then r,, is finite k-modulated translation quiver and it is unique up 
to isomorphism of modulated translation quivers (Section 2). The main 
results of this paper are: 
(a) We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a finite k-modulated 
translation quiver to be an Auslander-Reiten quiver in terms of certain 
homology groups associated to the quiver (Section 3). 
(b) We show that whether a finite k-modulated translation quiver is an 
Auslander-Reiten quiver depends only on the underlying valued translation 
quiver and the characteristic of k and give necessary and sufficient 
conditions only in terms of the valued quiver and char k. We also show that 
any valued quiver with valuations (1, n) or (n, l), n Q 3, admits a 
modulation over any prime field (Sections 5,6, 7). 
(c) To a valued translation quiver r we associate an unvalued tran- 
slation quiver r (i.e., all valuations are 1) and show that a finite k-modulated 
translation quiver is an Auslander-Reiten quiver if and only if the associated 
unvalued translation quiver with the trivial K-modulation (K = prime field of 
k) is an Auslander-Reiten quiver (Section 8). 
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As a consequence of the last theorem we show that whether a finite k- 
modulated translation quiver is an Auslander-Reiten quiver depends only on 
the characteristic of k and furthermore if it is an Auslander-Reiten quiver 
over some field then it is an Auslander-Reiten quiver for all fields of charac- 
teristic 0 and all but a finite number of prime characteristics (Section 9). 
(R. Bautista proved that it does not depend on the characteristic either [ 11.) 
In Sections 10 and 11 we give the proofs for some results about coverings 
in general, which are widely accepted as being easily obtainable (proofs for 
trivially valued quivers are given in [7, 41). 
In Section 12 we give some applications. We show that every finite 
modulated Auslander-Reiten quiver admits a finite covering which has no 
short chains. We also show that an automorphism of an artin algebra of 
finite representation type which fixes an indecomposable module also lixes 
an indecomposable projective. 
In Section 13 we give a short proof for the well-known fact that finite 
Auslander-Reiten quivers are tree finite. This proof is independent of the rest 
of the paper. 
The writing of this paper was largely inspired by [4]. We use their 
notation and some of their definitions, however our proofs mostly depend on 
our results from [5]. 
1. MODULATED TRANSLATION QUIVERS 
In this section we develop the basic properties of modulated translation 
quivers including the concept of homology in such a quiver. (The homology 
of an ordinary translation quiver has a simple interpretation given in the 
second and third paragraphs of Section 9.) We start with the definitions. 
A quiver Q is a directed graph. Thus Q consists of a set of vertices Q, and 
a set of arrows Q, so that each arrow a E Q, goes from one element x of Q, 
to one element 4’ of Q,,. We write u: x -+ y and we call x a predecessor of 4’ 
and y is called a successor of x. We write x+ for the set of all successors of x 
and x- for the set of all predecessors of x. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A translation quiver r is a quiver together with a 
partially defined function r: r, + r,, so that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) For any x, 4’ E f,, there is at most one arrow x + y in I-, . 
(2) For every x E r, the sets x+ and x- are finite. 
(3) If rx=ry then x=y. 
(4) For every vertex x in the domain of r we have x- = (rx)+. 
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We will say that a vertex of r is projective if it is not in the domain of r 
and we will call it injective if it is not in the range of r. If u: x --* .V is an 
arrow of r where y is not projective then x E J- = (rq’)+. so there is an 
arrow r~ + x which we will call uo. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let r be a translation quiver and let k be a field. Then 
a k-modulation on r consists of the following: 
(a) A finite-dimensional division algebra Fx over k for every x E r,. 
(b) A finite-dimensional Fy-Fx-bimodule &M, for every arrow x + J. 
(If there is no arrow x+ y then we set ,MX = 0.) 
(c) A k-algebra isomorphism r+ : Fx -+- Frx for each nonprojective 
vertex x. 
(d) A nonsingular bilinear pairing u* : ).M,, Ofr .\M, + Fv for every 
nonprojective x E r, and J’ E x . 
If r is a translation quiver and k is a field then we can give r the trivial k- 
modulation which is given by: (a) Fx = k for all x E r,,, (b) .JVY = k for all 
x + .P E r,. (c) r, is the identity map, (d) a*(a 0 b) = ab. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let r be a k-modulated translation quiver. Then the 
path category P of r is the category whose objects are the vertices of I- and 
whose morphism sets P(x, ~7) are defined as follows. 
(1) P(-K, Y) = ui,, P’(x, ?‘). 
(2) PO(x. y) = ;r 
if x=r 
otherwise. 
(3) P’(.u, y) = Ultvm Jl4; Of.: Pi-‘(x, z) if i > 1. 
(4) P’(x, )I) = 0 if i < 0. 
Composition of morphisms is given in the obvious way: f. g = f 0 g. 
Let x. ~9 E r, where ~1 is not projective. Let U, ,..., ud be a right F-y-basis for 
>M,. Since (T* induces an isomorphism .$4,,. z Horn&M,. Fx) we get a 
left dual basis u;” ,..., U: for .flTY so that a*(;* @ uj) = 6,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We define the mesh relation )y E P2(ry, y) as follows: 
(1) w= L,,- w(x). 
(2) YY(-x) = CL, ui 0 ui* E ,Jc OFX .$fT?. 
To show that ]JJ(X) is well defined suppose that t’, ,..., ~7~ is another right 
Fx-basis for ,.M,. Then ui = Cyz, ujrji, where (Iji) E GI,(F-x). Let 
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(sij) = (fji)-‘. Then the dual basis for (tli} is easily seen to be (CT}, where 
~1: = xi”=, siju,* and we get: 
We shall now construct a chain complex C,(X, y) and consider the 
homology H,(x, y) that it defines. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For X. J E r, and m E L let C,,,(.r, y) be the FJV-FJ- 
bimodule defined as follows. 
(I) c,(du, 1’) = Ci>?m ck(x. y)* 
(2) CL(x, y) = 0 if m < 0 or i < 2m. 
(3) cgx, y)= P'(x, y). 
(4) If m > 0 then C~(X, v) = urGYm >M, OPT Ck’(x, z) II Fq'@,> 
CL-Y, (x, ry). 
This definition can be reworded as follows: 
c&L Y) = u PC-Y,, .l,) o,.ym, e,, -I 1 q,) OF..,, , *.. o,-,, qx, TX,) (*) 
where the direct sum is taken over all m-tuples of nonprojective vertices 
x , ).. .) x, . 
For j = l...., m let <n : C,Jx, J) --) C m ,(x, I’) be the degree 0 graded map 
given by a;(& @ ... 13,~) =f,, @ a.. @fi. ;?ui .fi-, @ ... 13>,, where we 
write generators of C,(x. y) in the form (8:). Let %,, = C.J’=, (- 1)’ 26,. Then 
it is clear that % ,,,~, Z,,, = 0 so (C,(.r. J). Zg) forms a chain complex. If X. ~7. z 
are vertices then we have a map 
,U: C,( J. Z) (3 C+(X, .l’) + C*(-x. i) 
given by sending (f,@ ... Of,)@ (g,@ ... 13 g,) to f,,lB ... Of,. 
g, 0 . . . @ g,. Since Zp(a @ 6) =~(a @ b) + (-l)deeh (aa (3 6) we know 
that ,U induces a map on the homology groups. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let H,(x, y) be the homology of C,(x. 1’) and let 
p* : H*(?l, z) 0 H*(-c 1’)+ H*(x z) 
be the map induced by p. 
Since ,D@@ l)=,~(l@p) we get that ,u,&@ l)=,~,(l 0,~~). This 
means that C, and H, are k-categories with r, being the set of objects in 
each case. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. The mesh categorJj of r is defined to be the category 
H,(T) whose object set is To and whose morphism sets are H,(x. y). Let 
add H,(T) be the additive category generated by H,(T). Similarly let H,(T) 
and C,(T) be the categories with object sets r,, and morphism sets H,(x, .r) 
and C,(x, J). 
DEFINITION 1.8. If x E I-,, let ex+, e-x-, rx, r- ‘x denote the following 
objects of add H,(T): 
(1) ex+ = uYE.V+ d,,~, where d,, = dim,.,(,M,). 
(2) ex- = LJzEr- d;,z, where d;, = dim&M,). 
(3) rx = 0 if x is projective. 
(4) 7 - ‘,Y = 0 if x is injective. 
If x E r, then let S, : H,(T) + Ab be the contravariant simple functor S, = 
Zfz( ,x) = P”( ,x). Let C,( , rx) be the chain complex of contravariant 
functors on H,(T) given by c,J , rx) = C,-,( ,7x) if m > 1 and 
Co( , 7x) = S,. Let a m : cE( ,7x) -, c,,- i( ,7x) be the boundary Z,,, _, of 
C,( .7x) if m > 1 and let 2, = 0. 
LEMMA 1.9. There is a short exact sequence of chain complexes of 
graded functors as follows: 
O-+C,( ,ex-)aC*( ,-Y)+C*( ,7x)-+0. 
Furthermore a, 6 are graded maps of degree 1, -2, respectively, and a is 
given by composition with some element a, of CA(ex-, x). 
ProoJ We first define a. For each yi E x- let (u,} be a right Fyi-basis 
for .fl,. Let a: C,( , e?c-) + C,( ,x) be given by a(cij) = x uij @ Cij E 
C,(z, xi if cij E C,(z.y,). Then a is a degree 1 graded chain map given by 
composition with az = (uij) E CA(ex-, x). Note that a, depends on the 
choice of basis {uij}. 
We now define the chain map 6. Let c E C’,(z, x), where m > 1. By 1.5(4) 
we can express c uniquely in the form 
C=l@e+CZ4ij@Cij (*) 
where e E Cry,(z, 7x) and cij E C’,-‘(z, ui). Let 6(c) = e. When m = 0 let 
6: C,(z, x) = P(z, x) --t S,(z) = P”(z, x) be the projection map. To verify that 
6 is a chain map we take the boundary of both sides of (*) and get: 
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= 10a,~,e+(-l)myXOe+-,i,jOF,Cii 
= 1+8,&+x Uij@ [(-l)“u;@e+P,cij] 
where yx is the mesh relation of x and {u$} is the dual basis of (uij}. Thus 
f3a,c=a,-, &=a,& if m> 1 and &,c=O=~,Sc. 
The uniqueness of the decomposition (*) means that the following 
sequence is exact for m > 1: 
0 - CA , e-u) 5 C,( , X) 2 C,( , TX) - 0. 
The exactness of this sequence for m = 0 follows from 1.3. 1 
Since the mth homology of C*( , rx) is H,,- ,( , r-x) except when m = 0 
where it is S, we get: 
PROPOSITION 1.10. For every x E r, there is a long exact sequence of 
functors: 
-tH,,,+,( ,x)AH,( .TX)~H,( ,ex)zH,( ,x)--t... 
. . . - HOC ) x) - s, - 0. 
Furthermore a*, /I*, 6, are graded maps of degree 1, 1. -2, respectively. 
and a*, P* are given by composition with elements al, p, of Hi(ex-, x), 
H:(Tx, ex - ), respectively. 
Proof: Everything follows from 1.9 except for the statement that /3* is 
given by composition by an element of Hi(rx, e,u-). Thus we need to identify 
the connecting homomorphism /I, : H,( ,sx)+H,( ,ex-) in 1.10 at the 
chain level and show that it is given by composition with an element of 
CA(rx, ex-). Let c E Cm(z, rx) so that P,c = 0. If we consider c as an 
element of C,+,(z,x) we have a,+,~= (-l)m+’ yx @ c = C uij @ U$ @ 
(-l)m+’ c = a(u$ @ (-l)m+’ c). Thus /3* is induced by the chain map 
p: C,Jz, rx) + C,Jz, ex-) given by composition with p, = ((- 1)“’ ’ ~4:) E 
CA(rx, ex-). (If x is projective then p, = 0.) 1 
Proposition 1.10 has a dual statement for covariant functors: 
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PROPOSITION 1.11. For ecery vertex x of I‘ we haae an exact sequence of 
couariant functors on H,(T): 
. . . + H,+,(x, )- H,(r-‘x, )- H,(ex’, )- H,(.u. )- ... 
. . . --t H&u, ) + DS, + 0 
where DS, = Hz(x, ), 
2. MORPHISMS OF MODULATED TRANSLATION QUIVERS 
The purpose of this section is to show that the Auslander-Reiten quiver of 
an artin algebra of finite representation type over an indecomposable artin 
ring is a modulated translation quiver where the modulation is determined up 
to isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let r, I-’ be translation quivers. Then a translation 
quiver morphism f: r-, I“ is a function f: r,, + r; satisfying the following: 
(i) If x is nonprojective thenjx is nonprojective. 
(ii) frx = rjk. 
(iii) f(Y) c (jY)-. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A morphism of k-modulated translation quivers r- r’ 
consists of (,a), (b), (c), (d) satisfying conditions (1). (2) below: 
(a) f: r+ r’ a translation quiver morphism. 
(b) f* : Fx + F$Y a k-algebra homomorphism for every x E r,, . 
Cc) f* : $cY + r&V, an cl-Fx-bimodule morphism for every arrow 
s 4 y in r, . 
(d) A nonzero element @x of FrjIy for every nonprojective s in I-. 
Conditions: 
(1) If x is a nonprojective vertex of r and g E Fx then r.$ f+( g) = 
(4x) ‘f* r*(g)(@). This means the following diagram commutes: 
F.Y T. Frx 
I 
! 
f* 
f* Frfx 
! 
conjugation hg 6.~ 
Ffx “i--r Frf-x 
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(2) If x is a nonprojective vertex of r, J E Y, u E ,.&I,, and L’ E .,M,., 
then fy: a.+(~ @ ~3) = a!+(& u(qx) Of* P). This means the following diagram 
commutes: 
f,l lto.v)‘~‘f* 
!  I 
I* 
,,M,, 0, c.r .Ph L Eb* 
Note that by (c) and (1) the map J%( )(@x): $Jrn+ ,,M,,, is an F.PF.u- 
bimodule morphism. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Composition of morphisms r-1.r’ +I” Y” is defined as 
follows: (f’, f i, @‘)(f. J*. 4) = (flf. f; f*, $"), where 4”~ = f !+(@y)(@‘J:u). 
The identity morphism r 4 r is ( 1. 1. 1). 
Suppose that (5 &. #): r- r’ is a morphism of k-modulated translation 
quivers. Then we get an induced functor H,(f ): H,(T) 4 H:,(r’) defined at 
the chain level as follows: 
C,,(f ): CA& Y) + C,(.Lk Jr). 
C,Jf)(c, 0 ... 0 c,) = c,?, 0 (qi~,~)~ ’ cm-, 81 ... 0 (9x,) ’ c,, if c,,, E 
P(x,) y), c0 E P(x, rx,) and ci E P(xi, r-yi+ ,) for 0 < i < m. This is a chain 
map because of the following formula for the mesh relation offx: >$~(fi) = 
r ui 0 @(fix) - ’ if OK = C ui 0 u,*. Note that the identity morphism 
r-, r induces the identity functor H:,(r) + H,(r). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let /i be an artin algebra over an indecomposable artin 
ring R and let k = R/t-R (r= radical). Then we define r,, to be the 
Auslander-Reiten translation quiver of /i with the following k-modulation: 
(a) F.u = End(x)/r End(x). 
(b) ,M, = r( , ~l)/r’( , y) (x) = the bimodule of irreducible maps from 
.Y to J’. 
(c) For each nonprojective indecomposable /i-module x we choose an 
almost split sequence 0 + rs +il ex- --r” x + 0. This induces an isomorphism 
r:ic : Fx + Frx as indicated in the following diagram: 
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(d) If u E flTX and ~1 E fl,, let a*(u @ V) = u’v’ (modulo r End(y)) as 
indicated below: 
fi’ [, 
/ I 
0-rx-ex- ---+x-O 
The reader can verify that this is a k-modulation. We shall prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. r., is well defined up to isomorphism of modulated 
translation quivers. 
Proof: The only ambiguity in the definition of r,, is the choice of the 
almost split sequence for x. Suppose that we use another almost split 
sequence 0 -3 5x 9’ ex- +a’ x + 0. Then for each nonprojective x we get 
4x E Frx given as follows: 
4’ 0 + rx - ex - Ax-0 
A Iz I= 
0 - rx -L ex - A x - 0 
(Even though 4x E End(rx) it is uniquely determined only as an element of 
FLY. ) 
The following diagram shows that r$ g = ($x)-I r* g(#x), where r; : 
Fx + Frx is the isomorphism induced by the new almost split sequence: 
X 
X 
Let u E ,M,, and u E .&,. Then a&(u @ P) = a*(~(@) ’ 13 c) as 
indicated in the following diagram: 
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u 
These formulas for si and a; show that (1, 1, @) is a morphism r,, + f ‘, . 
This is an isomorphism with inverse (I, 1, #*), where 4*x = (#x))‘. 1 
In general we have the following: 
LEMMA 2.6. Let (f. f*, 4): r- r’ be a morphism of k-modulated tran- 
slation quivers. Then this is an isomorphism if and on!v if jl .f+ are 
isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let r be a tree finite translation quiver and let k be a 
field. Then any k-modulation on r which makes all diuision algebras and 
bimodules one dimensional over k is isomorphic to the trivial k-modulation 
on I-. 
ProoJ This is a rewording of 14, Lemma 5.1 I. If we choose 
isomorphisms Fx z k and >M, z k then the maps r*. o+: are given by 
r,:(a)=a and a,(a@b)=z,ab if aE,.M,,v, bE.$f,, /I: >l-xEr, and 
zBEk*=k-(01. 
Let b,, be the nonzero element of k given by [4, Lemma 5.11. If r’ is r 
with the trivial k-modulation we get an isomorphism (l,f* , 9): f + f ‘, 
where f:k and 4 are given as follows: 
(1) f* : Fx + Fx is the identity map for every x E f,. 
(2) f* : ,M.( + $fx is given by f*(a) = b,a for every p: s + ~9 E r, . 
(3) 4x = b,x for each nonprojective x E r,. 1 
3. THE CONDITIONS 
The purpose of this section is to characterize finite modulated translation 
quivers which are Auslander-Reiten quivers. This characterization will be 
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used later for deriving the characterization of Auslander-Reiten quivers 
considered only as valued quivers. Results about coverings will also follow 
easily from this characterization. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T,, be an Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin 
algebra of finite representation t>*pe. Let x E T,,. Then H,( . x) 5 G( , x) 
as graded functors. where H,( , s) = u,i,, H’,( . s) and G( . s) = 
h,j,, d( * x)/t-if ‘( . A-). 
ProoJ Let h: H,( .x) + G( .x) be the degree 0 map given by 
composition of irreducible maps. Then h,: Hi( . s) --t G,( , X) and h, : 
H,( , X) + G( , x) are isomorphisms by definition. Assume by induction that 
j > 2 and him,. hjmZ are isomorphisms. Then the five lemma applied to the 
following diagram shows that h,; is an isomorphism. 
The exactness of the top row is given in 1.10. The exactness of the bottom 
row is proved in [5]. I 
COROLLARY 3.2. The map 6, : H{( , x) -+ Hj,-‘( , rx) is zero. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be an artin algebra with gl dim A < 2. Then A is an 
Auslander algebra if and oni), if every simple of projective dimension < 1 is a 
submodule of an injective projective. 
ProoJ (3) Let A be the Auslander algebra of A. Then every simple A- 
module of projective dimension < 1 has the form S, = ( , p)/r( . p) for 
some projective /1-module p. But S, 4 ( , i(p/rp)), where i(p/rp) is the 
injective envelope of p/rp and ( , i) is an injective A-module for every 
injective A-module i. 
(t) Since A is projective pr dim sot A < 1. Thus by assumption the 
injective envelope I, of sot A is projective. Let L = Coker(A --) I,). Then 
pr dim L < 1 so pr dim sot L < 1. Thus the injective envelope of L is 
projective. This proves that dom dim A > 2. So A is an Auslander 
algebra. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. A finite nonempty k-modulated translation quiver T is 
isomorphic to the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin algebra of finite 
representation type if and only if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(a) H,(x, y) is finite dimensional over k for all x, J’ E r,, . 
(b) H,(x, y) = Ofor all x, y E I-,. 
(c) If p is a projective vertex and i is an injective vertex then the map 
a*: H,(p, i) --* H,,(ep-, i) is onto. 
Proof: (*)(a) From Lemma 3.1 we have H,( , x) s G( , x) and since 
G( . x) has the same length as ( . ,u) it follows that H,( . x) has finite length. 
(b) Proof is by induction. We know that H\( , y) = 0 for j < 1. So 
suppose that j > 2 and H{-‘( , ~1) = 0 for all J’ E r,,. Then the exactness of 
the following sequence and the fact that 6, = 0 (3.2) imply that H{( , x) = 0. 
H{-‘( . e.u-) --t H{( .x) 2 Hi-:( ,x). 
(c) It follows from [5] that for every projective p the following 
sequence is exact: 
0 --t W/m l--t G(P. I+ G(rp, 1. 
When we evaluate this sequence on an injective i and compute lengths we see 
that lG(p, i) = f(p, i) = I(rp, i) + l(p/rp, i) = fG(rp, i) +lG(p/rp, i). Thus 
G(p, i) maps onto G(rp, i). This implies that a*: H,(p, i) -+ H,(ep-, i) is 
onto. 
(t) Suppose r is a finite nonempty k-modulated translation quiver 
satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c). Let w be the object of add H,(T) given by 
it’ = u.rer,x. Let A = End(,v) = HJw, IV) = u H&q +r). Then we shall 
show that A is the Auslander algebra of an artin algebra n and that f z r,. 
Condition (a) implies that A is a finite-dimensional algebra over k. Also 
H,,(x, x) is a local ring for every x E r,. Thus P, = H,,(w, x) are the 
indecomposable projective A-modules and P.,lrP, = S, are simple A- 
modules. 
Condition (b) implies that the following sequence is exact for every 
x E I-, : 
Thus A has global dimension ,< 2. Note that (*) gives the minimal projective 
resolution of S, since Im a* = rP, and Im /I* c rH,( w, ex ) = 
uj,, Hj,(w, ex ). Thus pr dim S, = 2 if and only if x is not projective. 
We shall now show that, given (c), each projective vertex p has associated 
with it an injective vertex i so that Pi is an injective projective with 
sot Pi r S,. To show that Pi is injective we show that Ext:(S,. Pi) = 0 for 
all simple S,. 
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If x is not projective we have an exact sequence: 
0 --) f&(x, y) -1; H&x- ,4’) % H,(rx, 4’) - S,,(Y) - 0. 
Exactness of this sequence at H,(ex-, y) implies that Ext:(S,, P-,.) = 0. 
(Map the sequence (*) above into P,,.) 
If x is projective we map the sequence (*) into Pi and get 
H,(x, i) s H,(ex-, i) - ExtJ(S,, Pi) + 0. 
By condition (c) we get Ext,!,(S,, Pi) = 0. Thus Pi is injective for every 
injective vertex i. 
Since Pi is an indecomposable injective projective its socle is simple with 
projective dimension < 1. Also distinct i give distinct sot Pi. So S, = sot Pi 
gives a l-l correspondence between the projective vertices p and the 
injective vertices i. By Lemma 3.3 this implies that A is an Auslander 
algebra. 
If n is the artin algebra of which A is the Auslander algebra then r,, is 
given by F’x, ,&I~, rl+, a&, where F’x = End(P,)/r End(P,) z Fx, ,Jf~ = 
HomA(P,, rP,/r*P,) 2 .$fX and r;, a& are given by (*). We get that rk, o$ 
correspond to r*, CJ* under the above isomorphism so T., z r. 1 
Remarks 3.5. (1) The conditions in Theorem 3.4 are sufficient but not 
necessary for the mesh category H,(T) to be an Auslander category since 
condition (b) forces x- to be nonempty for nonprojective x. 
(2) Condition 3.4(b) is equivalent to the following: 
(b’) A: H&u. 5~) + H&Y. ey -) is a monomorphism for all 
x, J’ E I-,. 
(3) Condition 3.4(c) can be replaced by the following: 
(c’) p#: : H,(p, i) + H,( p, ei+ ) is onto if p is projective and i is 
injective. 
Proof (2). (b) * (b’) is clear. (b’) => (b) follows by induction on i and 
the following exact sequence: 
In order to prove Remark (3) we will develop some basic properties of the 
opposite quiver of a modulated translation quiver. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let r be a translation quiver. Then pp = the opposite 
of r is defined as follows: 
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(1) The vertices of Top are the vertices of f with stars (*). Thus if 
xET, thenx*EGP. 
(2) x*+~*ETy~ifandonlyif~-+xET,. 
(3) x* is projective if and only if x is injective. 
(4) t(x*) = (r-*x)* if x* is not projective. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let r be a k-modulated translation quiver. Then the 
opposite Pp of r is defined to be the opposite of the underlying translation 
quiver of f with the following k-modulation: 
(a) Fx* = (Fx)“” for every x* E rip. 
(b) ,,M,, = .$21, for every arrow x* -+ JI* E ryp. 
(cl ri : Fx” + Frx* is given by r; = pFY r< ‘P~;~‘, where 4’ = r - ‘x and 
pr,r : Fx + Fxop is the identity anti-isomorphism for every nonprojective 
x* E l-y. 
(d) 0;: ,,.M,,. OFx. JLf,. --) Fy” is given by a;(a @ 6) = 
P~,,D~(~ @ a) for every ~7” --t x* E rpp, where x* is not projective. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let A be an artin algebra ofJnite representation type 
ocer an artin ring R. Then (r,,)‘” z r,,op. 
Prooj The isomorphism is given by the duality D: mod II -+ mod /iop 
given by D( ) = Hom,( , I). where I is the R-injective envelope of R/rR. 1 
Proof of‘ 3.5(3). By 3.8 r is an Auslander-Reiten quiver if and only if 
Pp is. Since H,(x*, J*) 2 H,(J, x) we get that Top satisfies 3.4(a), (b), (c) 
if and only if r satisfies 3.4(a), (b) and 3.5(c’). I 
4. FINITENESS OF THE CONDITIONS 
In Section 3 we characterized Auslander-Reiten quivers in terms of H, 
and H,. In this section we shall give the characterization in terms of Hh and 
Wh, where 0 < j < 4n, n being the number of vertices in the quiver. 
LEMMA 4.1, Let r be a finite k-modulated translation quiver with n 
vertices where n > 1 and suppose that r satisfies 3.4(b) and (c). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) H&x, ~1) is finite dimensional ocer k for all x, y E r,, . 
(a,) Hi”-‘(x, y) = 0 for alf x, y E r,. 
ProoJ: Since Hj,(x, ejl-) maps onto Hi+ ‘(x, 4’) for j > 0 it is clear that 
(a,) implies (a). Conversely suppose that r satisfies (a). Then r is an 
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Auslander-Reiten quiver and H&Y, J) = G(x, 4’). Thus by [5, 7.101 we 
have (ar). I 
THEOREM 4.2. Let r be a finite k-modulated translation quiver tcith n 
vertices where n > 1. Then r is an Auslander-Reiten quiver if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(af) H:‘,“- ‘(x, y) = 0 for all s, ~9 E r,, . 
(b,,) H<((x, y) = 0 ifx, y E To and j < 4n. 
(c;) & : Hj,(p, i)+ H’,’ ‘(p, ei+) is onto for all j< 4n - 2 if p is 
projective and i is injective. 
Proof. If f is an Auslander-Reiten quiver then by Theorem 3.4, 
3.5(3) and 4.1 we know that (a& (b,). ( r) c’ are satisfied. Conversely suppose 
that these conditions hold for r. Then we shall prove 3.4(a), (b) and 3.5(c’). 
Condition 3.5(c’) follows immediately from (a.,) and (c;). To prove 3.4(b) 
suppose that j > 4n and H$(x, y) = 0 for all x, J! E I-,. Then (ar) and the 
following exact sequence prove that H{’ ‘(x, J) = 0 for all x, y E To : 
Hi (x, ey - ) + H< + ’ (x, y ) --t Hjo- ’ (x, 5~‘). 
This proves 3.4(b). Finally. (af) obviously implies (a). 1 
5. VALUED TRANSLATION QUIVERS 
We consider valued translation quivers where the arrows have valuations 
(1, d) or (d, l), where d = 1. 2 or 3. since these are the only valuations which 
can occur in Auslander-Reiten quivers of algebras of finite representation 
type. We show that any such valued translation quiver admits a modulation 
over any prime field. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let r be a translation quiver. Then a valuation on f 
consists of a positive integer m, associated to each vertex x and a pair of 
positive integers (d,,,, d:,,) associated to each arrow x--t .1’ so that: 
(1) m,, = m, for every nonprojective ?c E I-,. 
(2) d,,,m,, = mxd:, for every arrow x + y of r. 
(3) d-k, = drq.x for every arrow ?I+ J with 4’ nonprojective. 
DEFINITION 5.2. If r is a k-modulated translation quiver then the 
underlying valued translation quiver of r is r with the following valuation: 
(1) m, = dim,(F.J. 
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(2) d,, = dim,,(,MJ. 
(3 1 4, = dim,,(,MJ. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let r be a valued translation quiver. We say that r 
satisfies condition D if the valuations on the arrows have the form (1, d) or 
(d, l), where d = 1, 2 or 3. 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that r is a valued translation quiver satisfying 
condition D and let K be any primeJeld (K = F, or (Q). Then r admits a K- 
modulation. 
Proof For every positive integer m let K, be the field extension of K of 
degree m given as follows. If K = F, then let K, = Fpm. If K = 10 then let 
K, = lQ(21i’“). Note that if n divides m then K, is a subfield of K, of index 
m/n. 
For each vertex x of r let Fx = K,x. For each arrow ,Y + J of r let 
,M, = K, , where m = max(m,, m,). This is an EL>-F-y-bimodule by 
multiplication. For each nonprojective vertex x of r let r* : Fx -+ FLY be the 
identity map. It remains to define o*. 
Suppose that x + -r is an arrow of r where jr is not projective. If d,,, = 1 
then JV,? = JM.x = Fx = K,, and Fy c Fx. Thus we can define CJ* :
@,,.a,, ,Mx- Fx by oy;(a 0 b) = ab. If d,,# 1 then xil/lrr = ,M.v = 
FJ, 3 Fx so we can let 71: FY + Fx be any nonzero F.u-linear map and define 
a,(a@b)=x(ab). 1 
6. THE DIAGRAM 
Let r be a valued translation quiver. Then we will associate to each x E r, 
a simply connected translation quiver C, and a translation quiver morphism 
f: Z, -+ r so that H,(-v, x) can be reconstructed from Fy and C,. We will 
call Z, the diagram of x. (See [5, Section I]. There is a change in notation: 
?‘i=.$‘; and .$=.<.) 
The set of vertices of C, will be a disjoint union 7 = ui>,, 7 ; so that 
5r;c?-;+2. The set of arrows of C, will be a disjoint union JY+’ = ui>, ..< 
so that the arrows of -4 go from elements of 3’; to elements of 3: I-, . As in 
[ 5, Section 11, we shall construct the sets ;Y ; and L< together with certain 
subsets 7 ‘I and -4; and functions fi : 7; -+ r,,, f! : 7 ‘I + r,, by induction 
on i. 
Let 7, be the set which contains d,,, copies of each 4’ E x+. Let fO : 
7’; -+ r,, be the map which sends each copy of J’ to y. 
Let 7 .{ = (x) and let f; : 7-i + r,, be the inclusion map. Let &-“I be the set 
containing one arrow from x E 7’ .; to each element of 7 i. Then we have the 
following for i = 1. 
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(ai) Ifa-+b is an arrow in .:Ji thenfi..,(b)Ef;(a)+. 
(bi) If a E 7’ ‘I then a+ c Tm, contains exactly d,., copies of each 
i E?“, where 4’ = f;(a). 
(ci) For each b E 71-, and each 4’ E i -, where z =fim ,(6). let h(~l, b) 
be the number of arrows a -+ b in .:Y+‘! so that y =f((a). Then h(y. b) > 4:;. 
Suppose by induction that 7 I- , , fi ~, . 7 ‘I, .:/I, f: are defined satisfying 
(al). (bi) and (ci). Then we shall construct ?‘;,A, 7 ‘I+, , .v’:+ , andf;, , so 
that (a,, ,), (bj+ ,) and (ci+ ,) are satisfied. 
If bETi_, and f;:-,(b) = z then let 7 ‘(b) be the set containing 
4:: - h(y, 6) copies of y for each y E z --. Let .?’ ; be the disjoint union of j ‘I 
and the sets 7 ‘(b) for all b E 7 I-, . Letf;:: 7i+r,, be given byf,(a)=fl(a) 
if a E 7 ‘I and Ji(a) = .r if a E 7 ‘(b). For each b E 7 i ~, let .ti(b) be the set 
consisting of one arrow from each element of 7 ‘(6) to b. Let $ be the 
disjoint union of -?/I and the sets .d(b) for all b E 7 I-, . Let 7 ‘I+ , be the set 
consisting of one copy of rz for each copy of each nonprojective z E r, 
which occurs in rim,. Let f(+,: 7‘;+, -+ f, be the map which sends each 
copy of rz to TZ. Let .!V’;+, be the set containing one arrow from each 
rb E 7 ‘(., , to each element of bmm c 7;. 
Conditions (a,,,) and (bi+ ,) are obvious from the construction and the 
equation d,,,. = dl,, (7.1(3)). We will verify condition (ci+,). Let b E 71. 
z=fi(b) and .rEz-. If b@7’,! then bEY‘(c) for some cE?‘; ,, This 
implies that /z(J~. 6) = 1 or 0 depending on whether J = rfim ,(c) or not. If 
b E 7 ‘I then /z(J’, b) = 0 or d(,; depending on whether ~9 is injective or not. 
(Use condition (bi) and the equation d;,,,, = d,...) 
Let I- be a k-modulated translation quiver which satisfies condition D (i.e.. 
bimodules are one dimensional on one side and at most three dimensional on 
the other side). Let C be the diagram of any vertex .Y of r and let f: C, = 
7 ‘--t r, be the function defined above. Then f is a translation quiver 
morphism and we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each arrow u: a + b in C we can choose an 
fy; (01) E .,-$&a so that 
(1) Zf (ai)=b-nf‘-‘(y) and ui: ai-‘b are arrows of C then 
1 f*(ai) j forms a right Fy basis for @, . 
(2) o;k (f* (au,) @I f* (ai)) = 6, E FJ if b is not project&e. 
(3) Zf(bj} =u+ nf -l(z) andpj: a-1 b,, are urrows of C then (f*(Jli)} 
is an Fz-independent set in ;M,. 
Proof. This follows from the proof of 15, Theorem 1.15). We summarize 
the argument. 
For each 1’ E X’ we choose a “good” left Fq’-basis for $4,. (This means a 
left basis (u, ,.... u,,} for ,M.V so that either n = 1 or the dual elements 
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(uf...., u,*) form a right Fq!-basis for Hom,,(,M.V, Fx). When n # 1 we have 
,,MV s Fx by condition D so the dual elements can be defined by uX(ui) = 1.) 
Let f* map the arrows of -d*i’: to these basis elements. 
Suppose by induction that f* is defined on .d/ , .v;-, , .Y~~ ,... . Then by 
[ 5, 1.111 we can extend f* to .~c< so that condition ( 1) is satisfied in a strong 
way ((f*(ai)} will be a good right Fl’-basis for rfl,.). Condition (2) forces 
our choice off, on .d,!+, but we still have good basis by [5, Lemma 1.91. 
which says that the dual of a good basis is a good basis. 
Condition (3) follows from (2) and the choice off, on .~z;. If a is not 
injective in (3) then (3) follows from (2). If a is injective then either a = x = 
the unique element of 7’ ‘I or a+ has only one element. 1 
Let r be a k-modulated translation quiver satisfying condition D and let K 
be the prime field of k. Let x E r, and let Z be the diagram of X. Give C the 
trivial K-modulation and let f: C, + r, and J+ be as above. 
THEOREM 6.2. (1) Let a E C, and y E TO. Then there is an 
isomorphism of Fwector spaces as follollls where f ‘J’ is the direct sum of 
all the elements off ’ ( y): 
t,ui: Hb(f -‘y, a) 0, Fy-f H~(J: fa). 
(2) Let u: a + b be an arrow of C and let f*(u): fa +fb be the 
corresponding element of ,+VfO = Hi(fa. jb). Then for epery ~7 E r, and i E L 
the following diagram commutes: 
Proof: By induction on i. It is clear that (1) and (2) are satisfied when 
i < 0. The map w,, sends K 0, Fy = Fy to Fy by the identity map. 
Let i > 0 and suppose that vi is defined satisfying (1) and (2). Then we 
can define vi+, to be the induced map in the following diagram: 
Hh-‘(f -‘JI. sa) @ Fy 2 Hb(f -‘-v, ea-) @ Fv 2 Hi+ ‘(f -‘.v, u) @ Fy + Cl 
JJ-1 
I 
WI 
I 
“?+I 
I 
f*(O)* 
H;-‘(y, rfu) B 
/*(al* 
Hh(y. efu-) - H;+ ‘( y, fu) + 0 
Commutativity of the left-hand square follows from (2). The new function 
vi+1 is an isomorphism by the live lemma. To see that vi+, satisfies (2) note 
that a: eu-- + a is the direct sum of all arrows in C with target a. 1 
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7. CONDITIONS A,, B, AND C, 
Let r be a finite nonempty k-modulated translation quiver and let p be the 
characteristic of k. Then we shall show that r is an Auslander-Reiten quiver 
if and only if the underlying valued translation quiver of r satisfies certain 
conditions which depend on p. 
We now consider r to be valued translation quiver and we let K denote 
the prime field of characteristic p. For each x E r, let C, be the diagram of 
x. Let K(C,) be the mesh category of Z, with the trivial K-modulation. 
DEFINITION 7.1. We say that r satisfies A,, B,, C,, respectively. if the 
following conditions are satisfied for all x E r,: 
A,: H{( , x) = 0 as a functor on K(C,) for sufiiciently large j. 
B,: /3*: Hj,( ,x)+,+‘( , ex+) is a monomorphism of functors on 
K(C,) if x is not injective in I’. 
c,: p*: Hj,(p, i)-+ H$+‘(p, ei+) is an epimorphism in K(Zi) if i is an 
injective vertex of r and p is a projective vertex of Xi. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let r be a finite nonempty k-modulated translation 
quiver and let p = char k. Then r is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin 
algebra of finite representation type if and only if the underlying valued 
quiver of r satisfies A,, B,, C, and D. 
ProoJ It is well known [2] that every finite Auslander-Reiten quiver 
satisfies condition D. Given that r satisfies D it follows from 6.2( 1) that A, 
is equivalent to 3.4(a). Also 6.2(2) implies that B, is equivalent to 3.4(b). 
Theorem 6.2 also implies that C, is equivalent to 3.5(c’). which in the 
presence of 3.4(a) and (b) is equivalent to 3.4(c). 1 
8. THE ASSOCIATED UNVALUED TRANSLATION QUIVER 
Suppose that r is a finite nonempty valued translation quiver which 
satisfies condition D (i.e., valuations on arrows are either (1, d) or (d, 1) 
where d < 3). Then we associate to r an unvalued translation quiver r so 
that r is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin algebra of finite represen- 
tation type if and only if r is a Riedtmann quiver [4]. More precisely we 
take the trivial valuation on r (1 on each vertex and (1, 1) on each arrow) 
and prove that r satisfies A,, B, and C,, if and only if r does. 
We now give the construction of E Let m be the least common multiple of 
the integers m, for all x E r, and let n, = m/m,. Let r0 be the set of all 
ordered pairs (x, i) E r, x Z so that 1 < i < n,. We define (x, i) + (.v, j) to 
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be an arrow of r if x -+ y is an arrow of r and i = j modulo min(n,, n,). We 
define (x, i) to be projective if x is projective and we let t(x, i) = (rx, i) if x is 
not projective. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let h: r+ r be the translation quiver morphism given b?, 
h(x, i) = x. Then h has the following properties: 
(1) h maps projectives to projectices. 
(2) For every x E TO and every y E (hx) - we have that x- n h - ‘( y) 
has e,Yactly d$,l elements. 
(3) For every x E TO and every ~1 E (hx) + tee have that x + n h ‘(it) 
has e.vactly dhl,I elements. 
ProoJ Property (1) follows from the definition of E To verify property 
(2) let x=(z,i). Then Wy-nh-L(Jl)=((y,j)) l<j<n, and i=j modulo 
min(n,, n,)}. Since r satisfies D we know that min(n,, n,) divides n, and the 
quotient is d;,L. But this is the number of integers modulo ng congruent to 
any fixed integer 1 module min(n:, n,). The dual argument proves (3). 1 
LEMMA 8.2. Let (x, i) E r, and give r the trivial valuation. Then the 
diagram of (x, i) is isomorphic to the diagram of x. 
Proof: Let r’= (C,l.i,)O, .r? = (C,,qi,), and let j;: (C,,.i,), --) r be the 
translation quiver morphism discussed in Section 6. We shall construct 
bijections !i : Ti + ?‘I and 6; : F; + 7’ ‘I so that u lj gives an isomorphism 
c(x.i) + ‘x* 
Since 7.; = ((x, i)) and 7 ‘I = - (x) there is only one functizn e : 
7 .; + 7 ,;. It follows from 8.1(3) that there exists a bijection h,: 7; -+ ?‘O 
which makes the following diagram commute: 
Suppose that hj, hj-,, hi-, ,... have been defined so that hi’ LI hjm, II - - - gives 
an isomorphism of translation quivers r“jl LI T-i+, LI . .. + 7’ ‘I JI ‘I-, JJ . . . 
making the following diagram commute: 
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Then by 8.1(2) hj’ can be extended to a bijection hj: YT+ 7; so that 
f,ij=hfj and so that ijIIhj-,g... is an isomorphism of translation 
quivers. By 8.1( 1) the map h,\+, : 7’ ‘I+, + ?’ ‘I+, uniquely determined by himI 
is a bijection. fl 
THEOREM 8.3. Let p be 0 or any prime. Then r satisfies A,. B, and C, 
if and only if f does. 
ProoJ: This follows from 8.2 and the fact that A,, B,, C, are conditions 
on diagrams. I 
9. THE SET OF PRIMES 
If r is a finite nonempty valued translation quiver satisfying condition D 
then let i”(T) denote the set of all characteristics p so that r satisfies A,. B,. 
C,. If r does not satisfy condition D then let .Y(r) be the empty set. The 
result of Theorem 8.3 can be stated as P(r) = P(F). In this section we shall 
show that .9(r) is either empty or contains all but a finite number of 
nonzero primes. The proof uses the universal coeffkient theorem of algebraic 
topology. 
If r is a finite translation quiver, X, 4‘ E r,, and R is a commutative ring let 
C(x, ~7; R) be the free R-module generated by all paths (r = a,,,~,,~, e.. ct? ~1, 
from x to y so that each ai E f,. This means that each (xi is either an arrow 
ai : a -+ b E r, or a “dotted arrow” ui : ra --+ a. We define the bidegree of u 
to be the pair (s + 2d, d), where s is the number of arrows in a and d is the 
number of dotted arrows in u. Let C’,(X, J’; R) be the submodule of 
C(x, y: R) generated by paths with bidegree (j, m). 
Let C,(x. 4’: R) = Hi>?,,, CL@, 1’; R) and let ;I; : C,(x, 1’; R) --t 
C ,+,(x, y; R) be the degree 0 graded homomorphism which is defined on a 
path CI by replacing the ith dotted arrow ra --+ a in a by the corresponding 
mesh which is the sum of all compositions of two arrows starting at ra and 
ending at a. Let 2, = x7=, (-1)’ 2;. Then (C,(x. J?: R), I?,) is a graded 
chain complex. Let H,(x, ~9; R) be the homology of this chain complex. 
Then the universal coefficient theorem gives us the following: 
LEMMA 9.1. (1) C&K, ~7; R) 2 C&c, .1’; Z) @ R. 
(2) H’,(x, y; R) g Hj,(x. y; I) @ R. 
(3) H’,(x, y; R) z Hj(x. y; Z) @ R LI Torl(Hj,(x, J’; Z), R). 
LEMMA 9.2. Ci,(x? y; Z) and H’,(x. .v; Y) are finitely generated abelian 
groups for all x, y, m, j. 
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LEMMA 9.3. If k is a field and we give T the trivial k-modulation then 
H:,(x, y) z H,(x, y; k) for all x. 1’ E T,, . 
Let r be a finite nonempty translation quiver. 
LEMMA 9.4. The quiver T with the trit~ial k-modulation is an Auslander- 
Reiten quicer if and only if char k E F’(T). 
Proof: This follows from 7.2. 1 
LEMMA 9.5. If 0 @ .7’(T) then p(T) is empt)‘. 
Proof Let k be any field of characteristic 0 and give r the trivial k- 
modulation. Since r is not Auslander-Reiten one of the conditions of 4.2 is 
not satisfied. 
If 4.2(aJ) does not hold then from 9.2, 9.3 and 9.1(2) we conclude that 
H in-‘(x. y: 1) has an infinite cyclic summand for some X, YE f, (n is the 
number of vertices of r). This implies that Hi”-‘(x. y; K) # 0 for any 
field K. 
If 4.2(b,.) does not hold then from 9.1(3) we conclude that H’,(x. y; Z) 
contains an infinite cyclic summand for some X. J’ E r,, and j < 4n so 
Hj((x, ~9: K) # 0 for any field K. 
If 4.2(c;) fails then we use the right exactness of @ k to conclude that 
coker(.Hb( p, i; Z) - H’,’ ‘(p, ei + : ” )) has an infinite cyclic summand so (.c;) 
fails for all primes. 1 
LEMMA 9.6. Zf 0 E. Y(r) then 4(P) contains all but a jlnite number of 
primes. 
Proof. We will show that there is only a finite number of primes for 
which the conditions of 4.2 fail. 
Since (ar) holds over fields of characteristic 0 we know that 
Hin-‘(x, J; Z) is a finite abelian group. If the characteristic of a field k does 
not divide the order of any of these groups then (a,) holds over k. 
Since (b.f) holds over IQ we know that H’,(x, .v; Z) is a finite abelian group 
for j,< 4n. If the characteristic of the field k does not divide the orders of 
these groups or the orders of the torsion subgroups of the groups H$(x, y: 2) 
where j < 4n then (b,) holds over k. 
Since (c;) holds over 80 we know that coker(Hi(p, i; Z) -+ Hi+ ‘(p, ei+; Z)) 
is a finite abelian group for j < 4n - 2, p projective and i injective. If char k 
does not divide the orders of any of these groups then (c;) holds over k. m 
THEOREM 9.1. Let T be a Jnite nonempty calued translation quit?er 
which satisfies condition D. Then .?(T) is either empty or contains all but a 
finite number of nonzero primes. 
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ProoJ By 8.3 we are reduced to the trivially valued case where we can 
apply 9.5 and 9.6. I 
THEOREM 9.8. Let r be a Jinite nonempty valued translation quiver 
satisfying condition D. Then p(r) = Y’(f). In particular r is Auslander- 
Reiten if and only if r is the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin algebra 
over (C (the complex numbers). 
ProoJ The equation .?(I) = P(f) is a restatement of 8.3. This implies 
(r is Auslander-Reiten) o (.P(Z) # 0) o (Y(r) # 0) o (0 E .9(r)) u (r 
with the trivial C-modulation is Auslander-Reiten). fl 
10. COVERINGS 
In this section we develop basic properties of coverings and show that if 
r’- r is a covering map of finite quivers then r is an Auslander-Reiten 
quiver if and only if r’ is. We also write down the proofs of the accepted 
results about universal coverings in general. 
DEFINITION 10.1. A translation quiver morphism f: r’-t r is called a 
covering if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) f: f,, + I-, is an epimorphism. 
(2) f(x) is projective if and only if x is projective. f(x) is injective if 
and only if x is injective. 
(3) For every x E r,, f induces bijections .Y + (JY) and 
x+ + (fx)‘. 
DEFINITION 10.2. A morphism (f, f*, 4): r’- r of k-modulated tran- 
slation quivers is called a covering morphism iff is a covering of translation 
quivers and f* is an isomorphism on all division algebras and bimodules. 
LEMMA 10.3. Let (f, f*, 4): f- P be a covering morphisms and let 
(f ‘, f i, 4’): r’ --f r be any morphism. If f' lifts to a translation quiver 
morphism h: r’ + r’ then (f ‘, f ;, 4’) lifts to a morphism (h, h*, ye): r’ * F, 
where h*, v are uniquely determined by h. 
Proof. Since f* is always an isomorphism we must have h, = f; 'f k 
and vx = f ;‘(o’x(#hx)-‘). 1 
PROPOSITION 10.4. Let r be a k-modulated translation quiver and let f: 
r’+ T be a covering of the underlying translation quiver. Then p admits a k- 
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modulation, which is unique up to isomorphism, so that f extends to a 
covering morphism (f, f*, 4). 
Proof Uniqueness follows from 10.3. To show existence let: 
(a) Fx = Ffx for every x E fO. 
(b) >M, = rJy,.Y for every x + y E k-, . 
(c) For every nonprojective x E r,, let 5’* : Fx + Frx be given by Fx = 
Ffx +‘* Frfx = Frx. 
(d) For every y + x E r’, with nonprojective .Y let a’, be given as 
follows: $f,, Of, .$f., = f&f, C&v f.$,, +us FYY = 0. 
This modulation of f will be called the induced modulation. When r’ is 
modulated in this way the covering f extends to the covering morphism 
(f, 1. 1): r’-I-. I 
Remark 10.5. Proposition 10.4 implies that modulated translation 
quivers admit universal coverings because the universal covering of the 
underlying translation quiver can be modulated. 
Remark 10.6. The fundamental group of a connected Auslander-Reiten 
quiver is free, since the Auslander-Reiten quiver of an artin algebra of finite 
representation type is tree finite (see Section 13). 
LEMMA 10.7. Let (A f*, o): r’- P be a covering morphism and let 
H,(f ): H,(F) + H, (I-) be the induced functor. Then given any x E P, and 
y E f,, we get an isomorphism H,(f - ‘x, y) z H,(x, fy) induced by H, (f ), 
where f -‘x is the direct sum of all the elements off -l(x). 
Proof Consider the chain map C’,(f ‘x, y) -+ C~,(X, fy) induced by 
C,(f ). We shall show by induction on i that these are isomorphisms. If i < 0 
this map is easily seen to be an isomorphism. So suppose i > 1. Then we 
have: 
THEOREM 10.8. Let r’-+ T be a covering morphism offinite k-modulated 
translation quivers. Then P is an Auslander-Reiten quiver tf and only ~fr’ is 
an Auslander-Reiten quiver. 
Proof: Lemma 10.7 implies that r satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of 3.4 
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if and only if r” does. The following commutative diagram shows that r 
satisfies the dual of 3.4(c) as given in 3.5(3) if and only if i= does. 
H,(f -- ‘P, 0 - H,(f ‘P, ei + ) 
= 
I‘ I 
2 
HdPv fifi) - H,(P~ efi’) I 
Remark 10.9. By 10.6 and 10.8 every finite nonsimply connected 
Auslander-Reiten quiver has an infinite number of finite coverings which are 
Auslander-Reiten quivers. 
11. STANDARD ALGEBRAS 
Standard algebras are determined by their Auslander-Reiten quivers. The 
purpose of this section is to prove that every finite Auslander-Reiten quiver 
has a finite covering which is standard. 
DEFINITION 11.1. A standard algebra is an artin algebra A of finite 
representation type so that ind/i z H,(T,). 
DEFINITION 11.2. Let /i be a standard algebra. If there are no 
nonstandard algebras whose Auslander-Reiten quivers are finite coverings of 
r,, we say that r,, is a standard Auslander-Reiten quiver. (Note that r,, is a 
finite covering of itself.) 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation 
type. Then A is standard if and only if A is isomorphic to the graded algebra 
End(G( , A )). 
Prooj Suppose that n is a standard algebra. Then /i z End(A) z 
End(( . rl)) z End(H,( , A)) 2 End(G( . A)) (the last isomorphism follows 
from Lemma 3.1). Conversely, from the proof of 3.4 it follows that 
H,(T,,) z ind H&l, /i). But H&l, /i) z End(H,( , A)) z End(G( . A)) z ,4. 
Thus .4 is standard. 1 
LEMMA 11.4. Suppose that r is a Jinite A&under-Reiten quiver so that 
for every pair of vertices x. y E r, there is at most one integer i so that 
Hb(x, y) # 0. Then r is standard. 
Proof: Suppose that rg r,,. Then for any two indecomposable /i- 
modules x and J we have G(x, J) z H&u, y) = H&Y. y) 2 G,(x. y), so 
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(x, u) = G(x, y). Thus ind A z H,(T,), i.e., n is standard. By 4.5 every finite 
covering of r satisfies the same condition as r, so r is standard.1 
THEOREM 11.5. Let r be a finite Auslander-Reiten quiver. Then r has a 
j?nite covering which is standard. 
Proof. We will assume that r is connected. (If r is not connected we 
apply the following argument to each component.) 
Let x,, E r, and let v: Z7,(r, q,) + Z be the homomorphism which takes 
the homotopy class of a loop a = a, a1 +.a aj to the integer w[a] = a + 26 - 
c - 2d. where 
a=# ofais in r,, 
b = # of a,!s which are dotted arrows rx --+ x, 
c = # of a;s in ry, 
d = # of afs which are inverse dotted arrows r?c t--x. 
Let r” be a finite covering of r so that the image of the composition 
n,(E 2,) - n,(r. .x~) L 2 (*) 
does not contain the integers 1, 2,..., 4n - 2, where n is the number of 
vertices of r and &, is any vertex of r’ which maps to x0. We claim that r’ 
satisfies the condition of 11.4 and is therefore standard. We can use 10.4 to 
show that such a r’ always exists. 
Since r’ is a covering of r we know by Theorem 4.2 and 10.7 that 
H inp’=O on l? Let s,J,EfO. If i,j are two distinct integers so that 
Hb(x, JJ) # 0 and Hj,(x, 1’) # 0 then we have two paths wi and m,i of lengths i 
and j from s to J. If p is any path from ,qO to x we get a loop pm ‘to,: ‘coi/I 
representing an element of ZZ,(f. ?,) which goes to i - j under the 
composition (e). Since 0 ,< i,j< 4n - 2 this is a contradiction to the 
construction used to construct i? 1 
Remark 11.6. This theorem implies that covering algebras do not exist 
in general since every standard algebra contains a prime field and, for 
example, there are no ring homomorphisms from any :,-algebra to any T,- 
algebra. 
12. REMARKS 
This section contains two ideas which M. Auslander encouraged us to add 
to this paper. 
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(a) We show that every finite modulated Auslander-Reiten quiver 
admits a finite covering without short chains. 
(b) We show that any automorphism of an artin algebra of finite 
representation type which fixes one module fixes a projective. 
DEFINITION 12.1. Let A be an artin algebra. Then A -jB +’ DTr A is 
called a short chain of A-modules if A and B are indecomposable /l-modules 
with A nonprojective and f, g are nonzero A-morphisms. 
DEFINITION 12.2. Let r be a modulated translationquiver. Then 
a+-fb+S ra is a short chain in r if a, b E I-, with a nonprojective and f. g 
are nonzero morphism in the mesh category H,(T). 
PROPOSITION 12.3. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation 
type. Then A has a short chain if and only ifr,, does. 
ProoJ Let A. B be nonzero indecomposable /i-modules and let a. b be 
the corresponding vertices of r,,. Then by 3.1 we have H,(a. 6) z G(A, B). 
Thus H,(a, b) # 0 if and only if (A. B) # 0. Consequently a short chain 
a --) b + ra would give a short chain A -+ B + DTr A and vice versa. 1 
THEOREM 12.4. Let r be a finite modulated Auslander-Reiten quiver. 
Then r has a finite cotlering which has no short chains. 
ProoJ Since each component of r is Auslander-Reiten we may assume 
that r is connected. Let n be the number of vertices of r, let x0 be any vertex 
of r and let w: n,(r, ?cJ + Z be the homomorphism described in the proof of 
11.5. Let f be a finite covering of r so that the image of the composition 
Q, -x0) + w, +Q) --t L does not contain the integers 1, 2,..., 8n - 2. Then f 
has no short chains. If f had a short chain a + b + ra then there would be a 
path from a to b consisting of 4n - 2 or fewer arrows (since Hi’-’ = 0 on r’ 
as in the proof of 11.5.) Similarly there would be a path from b to ra 
consisting of < 4n- 2 arrows. We know that we can get from ra to a with 
two arrows so we have a loop consisting of m arrows where 2 < m < 8n - 2. 
The integer m lies in the image of TI,(F, ?c,J + n,(I’. x0) + 2. 1 
We give an example of how the associated unvalued quiver rcan be used 
to reduce problems to the algebraically closed case. 
THEOREM 12.5. Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type 
and let 4 be an automorphism of A which fixes the isomorphism class of 
some nonzero indecomposable A-module M. Then $ fixes the isomorphism 
class of a nonzero indecomposable projective. 
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Proof. We use the fact that this is true if /1 is a finite-dimensional 
algebra over C. (It was shown in [6] that this result holds for finite- 
dimensional algebras over algebraically closed fields.) We may assume that 
A is indecomposable since Q fixes the component of/i corresponding to M. 
Let r be the Auslander-Reiten quiver of /1 considered as a valued quiver. 
Then 4 induces an automorphism 4% of r which fixes one vertex z0 
corresponding to M. Let r be the associated unvalued quiver of r and let o.r; 
be the automorphism of r given by $*((?c, i) = (g*(x), i). 
By 9.8 we know that r with the trivial ICmodulation is an Auslander- 
Reiten quiver. The automorphism & induces an automorphism of the 
associated C-algebra of finite representation type which fixes one module 
and thus fixes a projective. This means that i* fixes a projective vertex (p, i) 
which implies that p is a projective vertex of r left fixed by 4.+. This 
corresponds to an indecomposable projective left fixed by 4. 1 
13. APPENDIX 
In this section we give a short elementary proof of the well-known fact 
that Auslander-Reiten quivers are tree finite. The proof does not depend on 
the results of this paper or our previous paper [5 ]. 
DEFINITION 13.1. A sectional path in mod A is defined to be a sequence 
of nonzero indecomposable /i-modules X0, X, ,.... X, and irreducible maps A : 
Xi-1 -+Xi for 1 <i,<n such that Xi-?fDTrXifor 2<i<n. 
LEMMA 13.2. Let A be any artin algebra and let X = X, -JI X, + . . . -Jn 
X, = Y be a sectional path. Then there do not exist maps g: X + Z and f :, : 
Z + Y such that VA&): Z LI X,- , + Y is a right minimal almost split map 
and that the image of ( ,f;, g +f, ‘..f,) is contained in rn+‘( . I’). 
ProojI Proof is by induction. If n = 1 the statement is obviously true so 
suppose that n > 2 and the lemma is true for sectional paths of length n - 1. 
Suppose that it fails for the sectional pathf, .. . f, . Then let g, f :, be as given 
in the statement of the lemma and let 
0 -K(k’.k)ZLl X,,+,B y lJ,..f,,l 
be an exact sequence. Then K is either 0 or DTr Y so (k, f, ,): 
KU-Y,-1+X,-, is an irreducible map. 
Since im( ,fAg+fn... f,)Cr”+’ ( . Y) there is a map (h’. h): X- 
ZUX,,-, which is a sum of chains of at least n irreducible maps such that 
4x1 ‘WI I? 
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(f;,f,)(h’,h) = f;g+f,...f, = (f;,f,)(g.f,-, . ..f.). This means that 
(h’, h) - (g, f,- I . . . f,) factors through K = ker(f;, f,,). Thus there is a map 
g’: X+ K so that (k’,k)g’= (h’, A)- (g,f,-, . ..f.). Therefore h = 
kg’ +.L-1 . ..f.. But im( ,h)cr”( . X,,- ,) which contradicts the induction 
hypothesis. 1 
THEOREM 13.3. Let A be anv artin algebra and let X=X, +/‘I 
x, -rf: . . . qfn X, = Y be a sectional path. Then im( ,f,, ..e f,) c r”( , Y) and 
im( .f;..f,)&r”+‘( , Y). 
Proof Suppose that im( , f,, ... f,) c P+‘( , Y). Then we complete f, to 
a right minimal almost split map (f:. f,): Z L.I X,,- , + X, and let g: X + Z 
be the zero map. By Lemma 13.1 this gives a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 13.4. The composition of irreducible maps on a sectional 
path is nonzero. 
COROLLARY 13.5. If A is offinite representation type then all sectional 
paths are finite, in particular it is tree finite. 
COROLLARY 13.6. Let r be a Jinite connected Auslander-Reiten quitjer. 
Then n,T is a free group. 
Proof: This follows from 13.5 and [4, Theorem 4.21. 1 
COROLLARY 13.7 [3]. Let A be an]’ artin algebra. Then there does not 
exist a sectional path X0 + X, + . . . --t X,, such that X, = X, ~, and X, = X,, . 
(There are no “sectional cycles.“) 
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